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NEW BUILDINGS AT STANFORD UNIVERSITY. 

AT the opening of the Leland Stanford Jr. University, 
Palo Alto, California, some eight years ago, only a part 
of the projected buildings was erected, sufficient to 
accommodate the twelve or more hundred students and 
to serve the current necessities of the Uni I'ersity. 

Within a year past the settlement of the estate of the 
late Senator Stanford has rendered available a very large 
amount of money, which will create an endowment of at 
least $30, 000, 000, besides providing ample funds for new 
structures. 

When the new buildings now under construction are 
completed, including the magnificent chapel, no edu
cational institution in the world will be provided 
with accommodations for its students so splendid, 
architecturally so harmonious, roomy, compact, and 
beautiful as Stanford. The total cost will approximate 
$5, 000, 000. The new library and assembly hall occupy 
one building 264 x 125 feet in dimensions, and also a 
considerable section of the great quadrangle, which is 
9 00 feet square. The structure is in the Romanesque 

Library. On the right hand side: is an iron stairway 
leading to the roof, which is flat and protected by a low 
parapet. The original plans were designed by Shipley, 
Rutan & Coolidge, Boston, and called for an arch 84 feet 
in height, but owing to the increase in height of adjoin
ing buildings the arch was carried to the additional eleva
tion. The change was made under the direction of 
Charles E. Hodges, resident architect of the University. 

Our engravings were made directly from photographs 
taken specially for the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 

• t • 

A DWELLING AT NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

WE present on page 9 0  a modern dwelling which has 
been erected for F. Von Beren, Esq., at New Haven, 
Conn. The design is (lttractive and pleasing, and 
contains many excellent features, among which may be 
mentioned an effecth'e combination of cobblestone, 
clapboards and shingles. The underpinning and chimney 
breast, and also the stonework at piazza, are con
structed of field stone laid up at random. The re
mainder of the building is of wood. The first story 

the large closets and bathroom already mentioned. The 
third floor contains four rooms, two rooms for each family. 
A cemented cellar contains laundry, furnace, and other 
necessary apartments complete. Cost, $6, 000 complete. 
Mr. F. Von Beren, of the firm of Brown & Von 
Beren, 865 Chapel Street, New Haven, Conn., was the 
architect. 

Our engravings were made direct from photographs 
of the building, taken specially for the SCIENTIFIC 

AMERICAN. 
• • • 

A COLONIAL RESIDENCE AT Y ONKERS, N. Y. 

WE present on page 9 4  a Colonial residence which has 
been recently erected for Joseph M. Stoughton, Esq., at 
Yonkers, N. Y. The exterior is treated in a pure and 
simple style of architecture of the Colonial order. The 
structure has some excellent features, among them a 
pleasant porch and an attractive front door entrance. 
The underpinning is built of red brick, laid up in white 
mortar. The superstructure is covered with clapboards 
on the exterior. painted pure white; the blinds are painted 

NEW BUILDINGS AT STANFORD UNIVERSITY, CALIFORNIA. 

style of architecture, in keeping with the other buildings 
inclosing the square, and, like the rest, is constructed of 
red San Jose sandstone. An arcade incloses two sides of 
the library. The stack room is 67x 66 feet, and gives 
room for 120,000 volumes, three stacks high. The floor 
is concrete, and over the reading-room is an immense 
dome covered with art glass. The woodwork is of Oregon 
pine, highly ornamented with beautiful carvings. Elec
tricity furnishes the light. The assembly hall, amphi
theatrical in form, will seat 1,200 persons on the 
floor, and one-third as many more in the gallery. The 
woodwork is of Oregon pine, with marble staircases, and 
the ornamentation is highly artistic and refined. The 
windows are to be of stained glass of the finest character. 

The great museum is now complete. It is constructed 
entirely of concrete, and is monolithic in character. 
Roof, floors, walls, and staircases are of concrete. only 
the stairs are of marble. The architects of the three 
buildings are Percy & Hamilton, San Francisco. 

The great Stanford Memorial Arch is now complete, 
with the exception of the sculptured frieze, which is to 
represent" The Progress of Civilization in America," the 
design of St. Gaudens. The dimensions of the arch are: 
100 feet high, 84 feet broad, and 36 feet in depth, the 
opening being 65 feet high and 44 feet in width. It is 
flanked on either side by the Science Building and the 

is covered with clapboards painted a dark brown; apple green. The roof is covered with metal and then 
second story is covered with shingles, and stained a painted with metallic paint. Dimensions: Front, 66 ft. ; 
reddish brown. The roof is covered with shingles, and side, 41 ft., not including piazza. Height of ceilings: First 
then stained moss green. The trimmings are painted story, 10 ft.; second, 9 ft. ; third, 8 ft. ; cellar, 8 ft. The 
Colonial yellow. Dimensions: Front, 38 ft.; side, 38 ft., interior plan is most excellent. The main hall, square 
not including piazza. Height of ceilings: Cellar, 7 ft. in form, is trimmed with white pine and treated in ivory 
6 in. ; first story, 9 ft. 6 in.; second,\) ft. ; third, 8 ft. 6 in. white. The ceiling has a wooden cornice and a wain
The house is arranged for two families. The vestibule scoting. The staircase is a box one, with seat on first 
front hall is finished in quartered oak. The vestibule landing and newel posts and rail of mahogany at second 
has a tiled floor and a paneled oak wainscoting. The hall story. The reception -room is treated in an artistic 
contains an ornamental staircase turned out of similar manner, with walls of yellow silk and trimmings 
wood. The parlors, treated with white enamel, with of ivory white. It has an open fireplace, treated in a 
hardwood floors, are separated by an archway, sup- most excellent manner, with tiled hearth and facings 
ported upon columns with carved capitals. The fire- and mantel. The living-room is trimmed with ash, 
place is trimmed with tiled facings and hearth, and stained and finished in black. The ceiling is beamed and 
mantel of Colonial style, with mirror and columns ribbed. The fireplace is built of Roman buff brick, with 
rising to ceiling. Both rooms have a deep ornamental hearth and facings of the same material, and a pillared 
plastered frieze. The dining-room is finished in mantel with shelf. 
quartered oak, in the old Dutch style, with paneled The dining-room is trimmed with California redwood, 
quartered-oak ceiling and a paneled wainscoting and has a paneled wainscoting and ceiling beams, and an 
six feet in height. The kitchen, pantries, and rear open fireplace with mantel of excellent design. The 
halls are trimmed with North Carolina pine, fin- kitchen, laundry, pantries, and rear hall are trimmed with 
ished natural. The bedroom is trimmed with ash. white pine, and are furnished with all the best modern 
The bathrooms have tiled floors and wainscoting and conveniences. The second floor is trimmed with pine and 
the most approved open nickel plated fixtures. The sec- painted white. It contains nursery, sewing room, two 
ond floor contains five rooms, trimmed with ash, besides bedrooms, and two bathrooms; the last have wainscot-
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ings and porcelain fixtures, with exposed nickelplated 
plumbing. The third floor contains the Fen'ants' quarters 
and ample storage. A cemented cellar contains furnace 
room and other necessary apartments. Cost, 811.000, 
eomplete. Messrs. Brite & Bacon, architects, 111 Fifth 
Avenue. New York city, N. Y. 

cellar. The cottage is erected on stone piers and the cesspool is frequently cleaned. The distributing 
footings under underpinning. The first story is built system is much better, however. 

Our engravings were made direct from photographs 
of the building, taken specially for the SCIENTIFIC 

of a frame of 2 x 6 studs, sheathed on the inside and then The first thing to be decided is the size and position of 
veneered with random rock-faced field stone, 12 inches the room. The former depends on the space you can 
thick at bottom of wall and 8 inches thick at top, secured spare, the number of fixtures to be used, and the alllount 
to the frame by specially designed anchors; this stone- of money you can afford for walls and floors, within 
work runs from grade line. The whole is pointed in reasonable limits, the larger the room the hettel', as there 
buff mortar. The second story, of wood, is covered with is usually insufficient space for moving around. It is 

A:lIERICAN. cedar shingles and stained a buff color. The gable most annoying when one must squeeze in a narrow space, 
------ .-.. •• • cornice is of shingles stained mahogany. The roof is or to reach over a wash basin or bowl to reach a cock in 

THE " BREAKERS," AT NEWPORT, R. I. covered with shingles and stained moss green. The trim the bath tub. Then, too, the larger room allows most 
THE late Richard 1\1. Hunt was pre·eminently a builder and sashes are painted ivory white. Dimensions: Front, perfect cleaning. 

of splendid residences, both for town and country, and 30 ft.; side, 4 3  ft., not including piazza. Heights of The position of the bathroom usually depends upon the 
he may be regarded as m'en more successful in them ceilings: First story, 9 ft. 6 in.; second, 8 ft. 6 in. ; third, arrangement of the first floor, as it is more economical to 
than in his public buildings. His career extended over 8 ft. The reception hall is trimmed with quartered place the bathroom over the kitchen. This saves in the 
forty years, and during this period he had an opportunity sycamore, and has a paneled staircase of quartered plumbing, as there is little piping from the boiler, and 
of building many of the more important residences and sycamore and maple, of ornamental design. The the waste pipes, or outlets, are in line with the one from 
villas in the United States. It is only neces�ary to men- living-room is trimmed with similar wood, and it has an the sink. 
tion "Biltmore," the house of John Jacob Astor, in Ne\'>' open fireplace, with a cut-stone mantel of special de- Being placed over the kitchen is an advantage in 
York, and the residence of Elhridge T. Gerry, in New sign, made of gray and red stone. The dining-room is winter, owing to the warm floors that invariably are 
York, and the residences of the late Ogden Goelet and trimmed with yellow pine. TIle kitchen and pantry are over the kitchen stoves. While not so desirable in 
the late Cornelius Vanderhilt, and the residence of trimmed with similar wood, and are fitted up complete. summer, a warm bathroom is not such a misfortune as 
Oliver H. P. Belmont, at Newport, R. I. We take plea- The seeond floor contains five bedrooms, one servants' would be a bedroom so situated; one isn't in the bath
sure in presenting the first of a series of the palatial room, and large closets. This floor is trimmed with room very long. 
villas at Newport. The present article dealing with the yellow pine finished natural. Cost, complete, $2,500. Also, for architectural considerations, the hathroom is 

"Breakers," Newport, R. I., �hown on page 89. will be Mr. A. 1\L Worthington, architect, South Haven, Mich. placed on the back or side of the house, allowing the 
followed by articles on .• Beleourt" and •• Ochre Court." Our engraving was made directly from a photograph of front for the windows of larger rooms. 

The •• Breakers" is situated at Ochre Point, and was the building, taken specially for the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. However, the convenience of the household should not 
built to take the place of another superb villa which was 

• .'. be sacrificed. The room should be accessible from the 
destroyed by fire. It is built in the Italian Renaissance main hall, and yet should not be so placed that an open . A COLONIAL RESIDENCE AT FOREST PARK HEIGHTS. style, and is one of the most sumptuous houses 111 door will bring the fixtures into view from the main part 
Ameriea. It is three stories in height, and in the rear of SPRINGFIELD, MASS. of the house. 
the main mass the house is projected forward into two ON page 93 we present. in this issue, a modern resi- Do not, unless the bathroom is exclusively for your 
pavilions, connected by an open loggia. The porte- dence, Colonial in treatment, which has been erected for personal use, have a door from your chamber to the 
cochere in front is penetrated by three arehes, and the the Forest Park Heights Land Company, at Springfield, bathroom. It is most annoying to visitors to find that 
entrance leads into the main hall, which rises to a height Mass. The building is treated in a simple manner, but there are two doors, and that two locks must be turned 
of three stories, and is richly decorated. It is of white artistic in detail. It is provided on the exterior with an on entering and two bolts be drawn before leaving. 
marble and onyx, and under the staircase is a beautiful overhanging cornice with ornamental brackets, an at- Almost surely one lock will be open or closed at the 
fountain, the hall lighted by four electroliers, and the tractive piazza, and numerous bay windows. The under- wrong time, and mortification or anger will as surely 
cE'iling is decorated with mural paintings. The carpets, pinning is built of red brick, laid in red mortar. The result. 
rugs, palms, etc., make it one of the handsomest apart- superstructure is covered with sheathing, paper, and Of course, for a large house, it is most desirable to have ments ever built in this century. The dining·room is clapboards, painted a pearl gray with white trimmings. a private bath for one's own use, but most of us cannot 
even more sumptuous, gold predominating in the decOl'a- The roof is shingled and stained a dark dull shade of afford that luxury. 
tion. The mantel is of marble and onyx. There are moss green. Dimensions: Front, 34 ft; side, 39 ft., not There should be at least one outside window, and pre
windows on the side, and the room is also lighted by oval including piazza. Height of ceilings: Cellar, 7 ft.; first ferably, for ventilation, two windows. These should 
windows near the top and by electricity and gas. The story, 1 0  ft.; second, 9 ft.; third, 8 ft. The interior have ground or frosted or stained glass, or else be covered 
door at the left opens into the grand hall. The library arrangement is most excellent. The reception room, or with washable curtains, Stained glass in appropriate 
is a rich and dignified apartment in dark oak, and the hall, is entered through a vestibule provided with a coat designs, such as birds flitting across a pond, etc., are 
mantel was obtained from Pompeii, and is a fine example closet and doors opening into reception hall and parlor. most attracth'e, and are quite inexpensive. 
of classical. workmanship. The salon 011 tile first floor is This reception hall is trimmed with quartered oak, and Where it can be so arranged, a good substitute for 
dec-orated in the style of Louis XV. in gold and drab, with: is provided with paneled wainscoting, ceiling beams curtains is a screen or network of growing vines. These 
onyx panels. Among the other fine apartments are the' and oak floor. The staircase is ornamental, with may be trained to quite closely cover the lower half of 
biliiard·room, the first story loggia, and the second story newel posts rising to ceiling and the spaces between the window, but the upper half should be left fairly 
loggia. One great specialty of Mr. Hunt's was the them filled in with a grilled screen. The fireplace has clear, so that wind and sunshine may enter. 
designing of fine interiors, and he has certainly succeeded tiled facings and hearth, and oak mantels of Colonial Next to be considered is the heating. The room must 
most admirably in the" Breakers," which can hardly be style. The parlor is trimmed with whitewood, treated be warm in cold weather. There is nothing so discourag
matched for true magnificence in anything which has in old ivory white. The dining-room, trimmed with ing as a cold bathroom. Cold eoffee isn't half such an 
been built in this country. It is very easy to run into quartered oak, has a hard pine floor with oak border. affliction. Have the temperature at or above 70 degrees; 
the meretricious where there are unlimited means pro- The kitchen, pantry, and lobby are trimmed with whether you bathe in hot or in cold water, the room 
vided for building a palatial residence, but in the present whitewood, finished natural, and are furnished with 

I 
should be warm. 

instance all the decorations are homogeneous. maple floors and all the necessary improvements. If you have a furnace or fireplace heater, place a 
• • • The second floor is trimmed with whitewood, finished radiator or register in this room, being sure that steam 

A MODEL COTTAGE AT BAY RIDGE PARK. LONG ISLAND. natural, and provided with hard pine floor. This floor pipes are not exposed so that there is danger of blistering 
WE present on page 9 1  a design for a model cottage, contains four bedrooms, large closets, and bathroom; one's bared limbs. 

which has been erected for the New York and Long the latter trimmed and wainscoted with oak and fur- If you use open fireplaces or stoves, place a register 
lEland Realty Company, at Bay Ridge Park, Long nished with porcelain fixtures and exposed nickelplated from the ceiling of the kitchen to the floor of the bath
Island. The underpinning and stonework, where plumbing. The third floor contains three bedrooms and room. Yon will be surprised at the amount of heat that 
shown, are built of rock-faced bluestone laid up in ample storage room. A cemented cellar contains fur- will come up from the kitchen. 
a rough manner. The exterior is covered "'ith clap- nace, laundry, and other necessary apartments. Messrs. The floor register is not possible in rooms where there 
boards and shingles. The clapboards are painted a dull Louis Frank Newman & Carroll H. Pratt, architects, 21 are shower baths, as the water splashed on the floor will 
Eohade of red, while the shingles are stained a dull shade' Elm Street, Springfield, Mass. run into the register. I recall one fine residence, with 
of green. The trimmings are painted white. The roof- Our engravings were made direct from photographs all modern bathroom fixtures and with a furnace register 
shingles are painted red. Dimensions: Front, 28 ft. 6 in.; of the building, taken specially for the SCIENTIFIC placed in the center of the tiled floor. It was to be used 
side, 37 ft., not including piazza. Heights of ceilings: AMERICAN. after the bath, the owner said, for warming and drying. 
Cellar, 7 ft.; first story, 9 ft. 6 in.; second, 9 ft.; third, • But when the spray bath was used, the water ran down 
8 ft. The interior arrangement is excellent. The first The Bathroom. the furnace pipe, dripping in the butler's pantry, and 
story is trimmed with ash. The hall contains an orna- THE past dozen years has shown a great development eventually putting out the fire in the furnace. 
mental staircase turned out of similar wood, with newel in the practical as well as in the artistic side of the resi- Having the room located, the next question is the 
posts and balusters. The parlor and dining·room are � dence, and comfort and convenience are now considered finish for floor and walls. Undoubtedly the most sani
separated by sliding doors, and eauh has an open fireplace' of far more importance than are style and display. tary and the most attracti ve thing to use is tiling. For 
trimmed with tiled hearth and facings and hardwood One of the rooms essentially for the use of the inmates the floor use "vitreous" or .. yitrifietl" white tiles. 
mantel. The kitchen, pantries, and lobby are trimmed of the home, as contrasted with the parlor, a hall, or These are almost like glass, in being very hard and non
and wainscoted with yellow pine, and are completely dining-room-and yet one that should be made none the absorbent, and yet they have not the shiny, slippery 
fitted up. The floors throughout are laid with narrow less beautiful-is the bathroom. How to give the most surface of the glazed tiles. Plain white three-inc'h 
yellow pine. The secoud floor contains three bedrooms, attractiveness to this room is the object of this article. hexagon tiles, with a narrow color band around the edge 
den, bathroom, and large closets. This floor is trimmed Practically every modern residence has a bathroom, of the room as a border, is the most popular arrangement, 
with cypress. The bathroom is wainscoted, and is but there are millions of people in theoe enlightened though occasionally one sees an attractive floor of white 
furnished with porcelain fixtures and exposed plumbing. United States who are still without this important part octagons with small three-square dots in the corners, 
all nickel plated. The third tloor contains servant rooms of a home. People who have money for luxuries that formed by the four octagons. 
and ample storage. A cemented cellar contains furnace give far less pleasure or comfort erroneously think a For the walls, use brick-shaped or square glazed white 
and other necessary apartments. Cost, 8 3,800 complete. bathroom beyond t.heir means. Perhaps a glance at the tiles, with a moulded cap and base. Color strips and a 
Mr. Henry E. Haugaard, architect, Richmond Hill, Long, different phases may change these ideas. border in a shell or seaweed design greatly add to the 
Island. ! The most serious difficulty is where there is no running appearance. 

Our engravings were made direct from photographs I water supply in the house or neighborhood. Depending If one cannot afford tiling-the cost will be about. $130 
of the building, taken specially for the SCIENTIFICJ : on cisterns or wells for supply, it is necessary to pump for the floor and three-foot wainscoting in a room 6 x 8-
AMERICAN. 

I 
water by windmill or a small engine 01' by hand. The if this seems extravagant, a very good substitute for the 

• ' •• • 

I 
first is the easiest, the second is surest, and the last is wall is a hard cement finish, lined off to represent tiling. 

A STONE VENEER COTTAGE AT S OUTH HAVEN. MICH. the cheape�t. Or for both floor and walls, use hardwood, thoroughly 
THE engraving shown on page 92, in this issue, illus- If there be no sewerage system, it will be necessary to dried and laid in narrow strips. Linoleum of simple 

trates a summer cottage, which has been erected for arrange a series of distributing pipes, or a cesspool will design for the floor, and a similar effect in paper for the 
L. S. Monroe, Esq., at South Haven, Mieh. There is no answer for a small family in a rural district, provided walls, give a clean and charming finish at very low 
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A COLONIAL RESIDENCE AT YONKERS, N. Y.-See page 95. 

MESSRS. BRITE a: BACON, ARCHITECTS. 
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